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Abstract—This paper investigates the impact of imperfect
information on the performance of secondary users (SU) at-
tempting to opportunistically exploit spectrum resources in a
distributed manner. We design two channel selection strategies
that leverage different levels of information about past channel
activity. In the case of perfect monitoring we assume each SU is
able to distinguish signals transmitted by a primary user (PU)
from signals transmitted by an SU and collision events. In the
case of imperfect monitoring we assume SUs to be unable of
discriminating between SU or PU activity in the channel. We
formally prove that both strategies converge to a static orthogonal
channel allocation. Our simulation results show that the impact
of imperfect information is to reduce the rate of convergence;
the performance loss depends on the level of PU activity and on
the amount of competition between SUs.

Index Terms—Dynamic spectrum access, opportunistic chan-
nel access, imperfect monitoring, cognitive radio network, SU
channel selection strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper investigates the impact of imperfect information
on the performance of secondary users (SU) attempting to
opportunistically exploit spectrum resources in a distributed
manner. We consider a multi-channel band where SUs can be
active on a non-interfering basis, such as in authorized shared
access. The objective of a strategy designed for opportunistic
spectrum access in the case of multiple SUs is twofold: each
SU should try to exploit the channel that is most likely to be
free of primary users (PU); and each SU should minimize the
likelihood of collision with other SUs. This work addresses
the question of how the quality of the information about
past activity by the PU or SUs in each channel affects the
performance of SUs pursuing these objectives.

We consider two cases: under perfect monitoring, we as-
sume each SU is able to distinguish signals transmitted by a
PU from signals transmitted by another SU, as well as from
collision events; under imperfect monitoring, we assume SUs
to be unable of discriminating between SU or PU activity in
the channel. Perfect monitoring implies the adoption of more
sophisticated sensing techniques, which in turn translates into
additional costs in terms of computational resources. Imperfect
monitoring relies on a less informative channel state, which
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can affect the SU’s ability to learn from past observations and,
as a consequence, deteriorate the system performance.

In order to focus our attention on the impact of imperfect
information on the performance of channel selection strategies,
we consider a simple but widely adopted model of PU channel
occupancy. In particular, we assume that PU activity is inde-
pendent and identically distributed across multiple channels
and time slots. We devise a strategy for SU decisions under
perfect monitoring and a strategy under imperfect monitoring,
and we compare their performance. Our theoretical findings
show that, under the i.i.d. channel model and assuming the
number of SUs is less than the number of channels in
the system, both perfect and imperfect monitoring strategies
converge to a static orthogonal allocation of the channels
across SUs. However, our results show that under imperfect
monitoring the ambiguity about the type of activity observed in
the channels reduces the rate of convergence. The degradation
in convergence time depends on the level of PU activity and
on the amount of competition between SUs.

The research presented in this paper can be situated within
the broader class of opportunistic channel access strategy
design in distributed cognitive radio networks. The primary
contributions of this paper are to:
• Design channel selection strategies to be adopted by

autonomous SUs, for the cases of perfect and imperfect
monitoring of past channel usage.

• Analyze the impact of imperfect information regarding
past channel occupancy on the ability of SUs to dynam-
ically exploit the band.

We begin with a brief discussion of the state of the literature on
opportunistic channel selection strategy design in Section II.
Section III introduces the system model and related notation.
The strategy design is described in Section IV with both
perfect and imperfect monitoring. The theoretical performance
analysis of the designed strategies is discussed in Section V.
Section VI presents the simulation results. We summarize our
conclusions and point towards directions for future work in
Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Distributed opportunistic channel selection is a major re-
search topic in cognitive radio networks [1]. Such channel
selection strategies can be categorized into parallel sensing and
sequential sensing (e.g., [2], [3]). The channel access strategy
design in our paper is based on the parallel sensing technique.
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Most existing parallel sensing channel selection models
assume the SUs to be capable of distinguishing whether, at any
given time, the channels have been occupied by the PU or by
another SU, which can be achieved either through cooperative
spectrum sensing [4] [5] or advanced sensing techniques [6]
[7]. [8]–[10] provide repeated game frameworks to model
the dynamic spectrum access among non-cooperative SUs.
However, these models also require the SU to distinguish
between SUs’ and PUs’ transmissions.

Some recent research papers mention the “imperfect mon-
itoring” concept. [11] and [12] consider the imperfect mon-
itoring based on an underlay framework where PUs impose
interference temperature constraints. In their model imperfect
monitoring refers to erroneous measurements of the interfer-
ence temperature. The imperfect monitoring in [13] [14] [15]
is about the sensing error in SUs’ observed information. The
imperfect monitoring information in our paper refers to the
inability of discriminating between SU or PU activity in a
channel.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION

We consider a time-slotted cognitive radio system consisting
of M homogeneous channels and N SUs. At the beginning of
a time slot, each SU chooses exactly one channel to sense and
transfer data on if no PU is sensed to be using that channel.
If a PU is found to be active in the selected channel, the
SU will wait during that time slot without transmitting or
further sensing other channels. If more than one SUs sense
the same channel and transmit data simultaneously, a collision
will happen and none of them will deliver data successfully.
Thus, a successful transmission occurs on a given channel if
only one SU has chosen this channel and no PU is active on
this channel. At the end of each time slot, an SU gets feedback
on whether its transmission was successful (for instance, in the
form of an ACK).

The key decision for each SU to make in this channel
selection scheme is which channel to exploit for each time
slot to maximize the long term payoff, i.e., which channel is
most likely to be free of PUs and of conflicts with the other
SUs. This decision can be made based on previous channel
occupancy history. We explore two scenarios: (i) the decision
is made autonomously by each SU with perfect monitoring
of the prior history of channel utilization by PUs and SUs;
and (ii) the decision is made autonomously by each SU with
imperfect monitoring of the prior history. We further describe
these two scenarios in the following paragraphs.

The channel occupancy information in time slot t can
be represented in an M -dimensional vector y(t) =
(y1(t), y2(t), ..., yM (t))T . The payoff of SU i′s attempt to
transmit in slot t can be represented as uti ∈ {0, 1}. uti = 0
represents a transmission failure due to the selected channel
being occupied by a PU or due to collision with another SU.
uti = 1 represents success. At the beginning of time slot t, SU
i makes channel selection decision ati based on the observed
channel occupancy history {y(k)} and its own past payoff
uki , for k ∈ {1, ..., t − 1}. The optimization goal of channel
selection strategy design is to maximize the expected long

term individual utility E[ui] = (1 − δ)
∞∑
k=0

δkE[uki ], where

δ ∈ (0, 1) is a discount factor. This factor can be understood
as an indication of how much SUs care about future payoffs.
The more patient the SU is, the closer this value is to one.

We describe two scenarios in this paper, which differ in
terms of the responsibility for the channel selection decision
and the availability of past channel information. Firstly, we
consider a distributed cognitive radio system where SUs
act autonomously without exchanging information with each
other. At the end of time slot t, we assume SUs are capa-
ble of sensing all M channels and classifying the signals
they encounter, distinguishing signals transmitted by a PU
from signals transmitted by an SU and collision events. The
resulting information is denoted as ypmj (t) ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},
where ypmj = 0 represents the event that channel j was idle,
ypmj = 1 represents that channel j was occupied by a PU,
ypmj = 2 represents that channel j was occupied by one
SU, and ypmj = 3 represents the occurrence of a collision
between more than one SUs. The superscript pm denotes
perfect monitoring, as the SU is able to determine what type
of user (another SU or a PU) was active in that channel.

Secondly, we consider an autonomous cognitive radio sys-
tem under the imperfect monitoring scenario. The only dif-
ference between the imperfect monitoring and the perfect
monitoring scenarios lies in the observed channel occupancy
signal. Under imperfect monitoring, we assume SUs to be
capable of sensing all M channels at the end of time slot t,
using a simple sensing technique such as energy detection. SUs
are, however, incapable of classifying the observed signals and
distinguishing between SU and PU activity in the channel. The
occupancy signal for channel j is denoted as yimj (t) ∈ {0, 1},
where yimj = 0 represents that channel j was not occupied
and yimj = 1 represents that channel j was occupied (by a
PU, an SU, or due to a collision between multiple SUs). The
superscript im denotes imperfect monitoring.

In this paper, we consider the PU activity to be independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) across the channels as well
as the time slots. We assume all channels have the same duty
cycle (DC). We further assume that M > N + 1.

IV. STRATEGY DESIGN

In this section, we present the channel selection strategies
under perfect and imperfect information monitoring scenarios.
Under a homogeneous channel model, where all channels are
equally likely to be occupied by a PU, the goal of a channel
selection strategy is to avoid collision among SUs. Since we
assume the number of channels is greater than the number of
SUs, our goal is to design a channel selection strategy such that
SUs autonomously arrive at orthogonal channel allocations.

A common feature of the two strategies described in the
remainder of this section is the behavior of SUs after a
successful transmission. In particular, under both perfect and
imperfect monitoring scenario, an SU that has successfully
transmitted data on a channel will continue to exploit the same
channel in subsequent time slots. Such an SU is henceforth
referred to as a static SU.
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Perfect Monitoring Scenario: The strategy under perfect
monitoring starts with each SU randomly exploring one chan-
nel to sense. As mentioned before, if an SU successfully
transmits on a channel, it continues to exploit the same channel
in subsequent time slots, i.e. it becomes a static SU. Otherwise,
from the next time slot, a non-static SU randomly selects one
channel among the channels that were not successfully used
by any SU in the previous time slots. In the process, each SU
updates a length-M binary vector C = (c1, ..., cM ) : cj is set
to 1 when channel j is observed used by an SU. Algorithm
1 describes the channel selection process under the perfect
monitoring scenario.

Algorithm 1 Channel Selection Strategy for Perfect Mon-
itoring Scenario under I.I.D. Channel Model

Require: ypm(t)
Output: at+1

i

1: if t = 1 then
2: C = (c1, ..., cM ) = (0, ..., 0).
3: randomly selects an integer k ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}, at+1

i := k.
4: else
5: if cat

i
= 1 then

6: at+1
i := at

i .
7: else
8: for all j ∈ 1, ...,M do
9: if ypm

j (t) = 2 then
10: cj := 1 .
11: end if
12: end for
13: randomly selects an integer k ∈ {1, 2, ...,M −

M∑
j=1

cj}.

14: at+1
i is the kth zero element in C.

15: end if
16: end if

Imperfect Monitoring Scenario: For the strategy under
imperfect monitoring, each SU randomly senses one channel in
the first time slot. Whenever an SU’s transmission on a channel
is successful, the SU becomes static, i.e., it continues to
exploit the same channel in subsequent time slots; otherwise,
it randomly selects among the channels observed idle in the
last time slot. The rationale behind this design is to avoid
non-static SUs from colliding with static SUs. If all channels
were observed occupied in the past time slot, a non-static SU
selects the same channel as it did in the previous time slot.
Algorithm 2 describes this process at a generic time t.

V. STRATEGY ANALYSIS

In this section we conduct a theoretical study of the con-
vergence properties of the two strategies described above.
According to the channel selection strategies defined in the
previous section, if at any time slot all SUs are static, they
will remain static for all subsequent time slots and they will
not collide with each other. In other words, when all SUs are
static the channel selection strategies have converged to a static
orthogonal channel allocation. The expected long-term payoff
of an SU i is lower bounded by:

Algorithm 2 Channel Selection Strategy for Imperfect
Monitoring Scenario under I.I.D. Channel Model

Require: ut
i,y

im(t)
Output: at+1

i

1: if t = 1 then
2: si := 0,
3: randomly selects an integer k ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}, at+1

i := k.
4: else
5: if ut

i = 1 or si = 1 then
6: si := 1, at+1

i := at
i .

7: else
8: if

∑M
j=1 y

im
j (t) = M then

9: at+1
i := at

i .
10: else
11: randomly selects an integer k ∈ {1, 2, ...,M −

M∑
j=1

yim
j (t)},

12: at+1
i is the kth zero element in yim(t).

13: end if
14: end if
15: end if

E[ui] > (1− δ)(
k∑

t=0

ut(t)δt +

∞∑
t=k+1

(1−DC)δt)

≥ (1−DC)δk+1, (1)

where k is the number of time slots before SU i becomes
static.

Inequality 1 indicates that the faster a strategy converges the
higher the lower bound of the expected long-term individual
payoff will be. It should be noted that, under the assumption
of i.i.d. homogeneous PU activity, the expected long-term
individual payoff is at most equal to 1−DC.

A. Perfect Monitoring Strategy Convergence Analysis

We start by analyzing the convergence of the channel
selection strategy under perfect monitoring.

Let us denote by Spm
t the number of static secondary users

before time slot t+ 1. According to the strategy described in
Section IV, Spm

1 ≤ Spm
2 ≤ ... ≤ Spm

t ≤ N . Also, at time slot
t+ 1 each non-static SUs randomly selects a channel among
the M − Spm

t channels that have never been successfully
occupied by other SUs. Hence, the probability of each non-
static SUs successfully transmitting on a channel at time t+1,
i.e. the probability of becoming a static SU, only depends on
the current number of static SUs, on the number of channels
M and on the DC. This means that the sequence of random
variables Spm

1 ,Spm
2 , ..., Spm

t is a Markov chain T with state
space {0, 1, . . . , N} and transition probability matrix Tij as
shown in Figure 1.

We denote the conditional probability that j static SUs are
static before t + 1 given i SUs were static before t as T pm

ij ,
i.e., T pm

ij = P (Spm
t = j |Spm

t−1 = i). We denote by Y pm
t the

number of SUs who become static in time slot t. Therefore,
T pm
ij = P (Y pm

t = j − i |Spm
t−1 = i). Therefore, T pm

ij = 0
for 0 ≤ j < i ≤ N . Also, T pm

N,N = 1. When i SUs are
already static before t, the remaining N − i non-static SUs
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randomly select among the M − i channels that have never
been successfully occupied by static SUs. Hence, given the
total number of static SUs before t, the number of SUs that
become static in the t is a binomial random variable with
probability mass function:

T pm
ij = P (Spm

t = j|Spm
t−1 = i)

= P (Y pm
t = j − i|Spm

t−1 = i)

=

(
N − i
j − i

)
(P pm

t )j−i(1− P pm
t )N−j , (2)

for 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N and i 6= N , where P pm
t is the probability

for a non-static SU to successfully transmit data in time slot
t, and can be expressed as:

P pm
t = (1−DC)(1− 1

M − i
)N−i−1. (3)

Figure 1: Markov Chain T

In the remainder of this section we will show that T is
an absorbing Markov chain; we will use this result to prove
convergence of the strategy under perfect monitoring and
express the convergence time as a function of the transition
probability matrix [Tij ].

Definition 1. [16] A state of a Markov chain is called
absorbing if it is impossible to leave it. A Markov chain is
absorbing if it has at least one absorbing state, and if from
every state it is possible to go to an absorbing state (not
necessarily in one step).

Lemma 2. T is an absorbing Markov chain.

Proof: Since T pm
N,N = 1, N is an absorbing state. For i 6=

N, we have T pm
iN = (P pm

t )N−i, where P pm
t = (1−DC)(1−

1
M−i )

N−i−1 > 0. Therefore T pm
iN > 0. Hence, according to

definition 1 T is an absorbing Markov chain.

Lemma 3. N is the unique absorbing state of Markov chain
T .

Proof: Suppose there exists a state k other than N such
that k is an absorbing state of T , i.e. k 6= N , T pm

k,k = 1. During
the deduction of lemma 2, we have T pm

k,N > 0. Therefore,
T pm
k,k = 1 −

∑N
j=0 T

pm
k,j ≤ 1 − T pm

k,N < 1, which is a

contradiction to the assumption T pm
k,k = 1. Therefore, no such

state k exists.
We have proved that T is an absorbing Markov chain with

a unique absorbing state N . Hence according to [16], the
probability that after t time slots all N SUs become static
under the strategy designed for the perfect monitoring scenario
approaches one as t goes to infinity.

Definition 4. [17] For an absorbing Markov chain P with
r absorbing states, the transition matrix can be written as(
QR
0 Ir

)
, where Ir is an r by r identity matrix. The matrix

N = (I −Q)−1 is called the fundamental matrix for P . The
entry nij of N gives the expected number of times that the
process is in the transient state sj if it is started in the transient
state si.

Theorem 5. [17] Let ti be the expected number of steps before
the chain is absorbed, given that the chain starts in state si,
and let t be the column vector whose ith entry is ti. Then
t = Nc , where c is a column vector all of whose entries are
equal to 1.

Corollary 6. The expected convergence time for the strat-
egy under perfect monitoring scenario is the summation of

the first row of N , where N = (


1 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · 1

 −

T pm
0,0 T pm

0,1 · · · T pm
0,N−1

0 T pm
1,1 · · · T pm

1,N−1
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · T pm

N−1,N−1

)−1.

Proof: According to Theorem (4) the transition matrix

of Markov chain T can be written as
(
QR
0 1

)
, where Q =

T pm
0,0 T pm

0,1 · · · T pm
0,N−1

0 T pm
1,1 · · · T pm

1,N−1
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · T pm

N−1,N−1

 .

By Theorem 5, the expected number of time slots it takes
for the perfect monitoring strategy to converge, is the first
element of the column vector (I −Q)−1c where c is a N by
1 column vector with all entries are equal to 1.

B. Imperfect Monitoring Strategy Convergence Analysis

In this section, we prove the convergence of the strategy
under imperfect monitoring scenario. We denote by Sim

t the
total number of static SUs before time slot t+1 for the strat-
egy under imperfect monitoring scenario, Sim

t ∈ {1, ..., N}.
Therefore Sim

t+1 ≥ Sim
t for t > 0.

Claim 7. If the channel selection strategy under imperfect
monitoring does not converge, then ∃ t1 > 0 s.t. P (Sim

t1+1 =
k|Sim

t1 = k) ≡ 1 for k ∈ {0, 1, ...N − 1}.
Proof: Assume the strategy does not converge, i.e., Sim

t ≤
N − 1 for ∀t > 0. Let us suppose that for ∀t > 0, P (Sim

t+1 =
k|Sim

t = k) < 1, with k ∈ {0, 1, ...N − 1}.
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As Sim
t ≤ Sim

t+1 ≤ N − 1, we have P (Sim
t+1 < k|Sim

t =
k) ≡ 0. Therefore,

P (Sim
t+1 > k|Sim

t = k) = 1− P (Sim
t+1 = k|Sim

t = k) > 0.
(4)

As Sim
t+1 is a discrete random variable in time slot t+1 with

Sim
t+1 ∈ {1, 2, ...N −1}, (4) implies that there exists a positive

integer k1 such that

P (Sim
t+1 = k + k1|Sim

t = k) > 0. (5)

If Sim
t+1 = k + k1 = N , it contradicts the assumption

that Sim
t ≤ N − 1 for ∀t > 0. Otherwise, by applying a

similar argument we can find a positive integer k2 such that
P (Sim

t+2 = k + k1 + k2|Sim
t+1 = k + k1) > 0. Since k1,k2, ...

are positive integers, this process must stop within N steps
before it contradicts the assumption Sim

t ≤ N − 1 for ∀t > 0.

Theorem 8. The probability that N SUs are static under
imperfect monitoring approaches 1 as time goes to infinity.

Proof: Assume the imperfect monitoring strategy does
not converge. By claim (7), ∃t1 > 0 s.t. P (Sim

t1 = k |Sim
t1−1 =

k) ≡ 1 for k ∈ {0, 1, ...N − 1}.
We denote by Y im

t the number of non-static SUs that
become static at time t. Therefore,

P (Sim
t1 = k |Sim

t1−1 = k) = P (Y im
t1 = 0|Sim

t1−1 = k) ≡ 1.
(6)

We further denote by V im
t the number of idle channels in

time slot t. Then, (6) can be expressed as:

1 ≡P (Y im
t1 = 0|Sim

t1−1 = k)

=

M−Sim
t1

+1∑
j=0

P (V im
t1−1 = j)P (Y im

t1 = 0|Sim
t1−1 = k, V im

t1−1 = j),

(7)

which implies that when P (V im
t1−1 = j) > 0, P (Y im

t1 =
0|Sim

t1−1 = k, V im
t1−1 = j) = 1. We will show that this results

in a contradiction since P (V im
t1−1 = 2) > 0 and P (Y im

t1 =
0|Sim

t1−1 = k, V im
t1−1 = 2) < 1 for k = {0, 1, ..N}.

We denote by Lt the number of channels that were not
selected by any SU in time slot t. Since M > N + 1, Lt ≥ 2
for t > 0. Therefore

P (V im
t1−1 = 2) =

(
Lt1−1

2

)
(1−DC)2DCLt1−1−2 > 0, (8)

However, according to the strategy under imperfect mon-
itoring, given k static SUs before time t1 and 2 channels
are observed idle in time slot t1, the remaining N − k SUs
randomly explore among the 2 channels, therefore,

P (Y im
t1 = 1|Sim

t1−1 = k, V im
t1−1 = 2)

=(N − k)(1−DC)(1
2
)N−k−1

>0 (9)

which implies that :

P (Y im
t1 = 0|Sim

t1−1 = k, V im
t1−1 = 2) 6= 1, (10)

for k ∈ {0, 1, ..N − 1}.
(8) and (10) together contradict (7).

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we analyze the dependency of the conver-
gence time of designed strategies with respect to different
environmental parameters. Each of the simulation results in
this section is the average of 1000 independent simulations.

In our simulation we consider a cognitive radio system
operating on M = 16 channels. We analyze the convergence
time of the two strategies for three duty cycle scenarios: the
low PU activity level (DC = 0.3) , shown in figure (2a),
the medium PU activity level (DC = 0.5), shown in figure
(2b) and the heavy PU activity level (DC = 0.7), shown in
figure (2c). Under each scenario, we compare the convergence
time for strategies under both perfect and imperfect monitoring
scenarios with respect to the number of SUs within the system.
Figure 3 shows the ratio of the convergence time under
perfect monitoring to the convergence time under imperfect
monitoring for three duty cycle levels.

First, we notice that the simulation results for the strategy
under perfect monitoring accurately match the theoretical
estimates of the convergence time, thus validating the the-
oretical analysis in Section V-A. Moreover, we can observe
that the convergence time increases with DC and number
of SUs N for both strategies. Finally, the results show the
ratio of the convergence time between the strategy under
imperfect scenario and the strategy under perfect monitoring is
a decreasing function of N and DC. In other words increased
PU activity or SU competition amplify the loss caused by a
less informative channel state. More specifically, under low PU
activity (DC = 0.3), the difference between the convergence
time of the two strategies is negligible even for relative large
N (N = 11). However, when PU activity level is high
(DC = 0.7), this ratio drops significantly as N increases.
Combining all these results, we conclude that the loss due
to imperfect monitoring under i.i.d. homogeneous channels
model is inevitable in the sense of longer convergence time.
However, this loss is not significant under low PU activity
levels and can be balanced by controlling the number of SUs
operating in the system under high PU activity levels.

VII. CONCLUSION

To our knowledge, this paper is the first to analyze the
impact of imperfect information on the performance of au-
tonomous secondary users’ attempting to opportunistically
exploit spectrum resources. The significance of imperfect mon-
itoring lies in less requirements for signal detection techniques
in real scenarios. The purpose of this paper is to addresses
the question of how the quality of the information about
past channel activity affects the SUs’ long-term individual
throughput.

We devised channel selection strategies for SUs under
perfect monitoring and imperfect monitoring scenarios. Our
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(b) DC=0.5
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(c) DC=0.7

Figure 2: M = 16. Simulation result based on 1000 repeated experiments. The convergence time of strategies under perfect
and imperfect monitoring depends on duty cycle (DC) and number of SUs (N ).
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Figure 3: M = 16. The ratio of the convergence time of strat-
egy under the perfect monitoring scenario to the convergence
time of the strategy under the imperfect monitoring scenario.

theoretical findings showed that both perfect and imperfect
monitoring strategies converge to a static orthogonal allocation
of the channels. The simulation results showed that under
imperfect monitoring the ambiguity about the type of activity
observed in the channels reduced the rate of convergence and
the performance loss depended on the level of PU activity and
on the amount of competition between SUs.

In this paper, we focused on homogeneous channels. We
will consider the imperfect monitoring channel selection strat-
egy design for non-homogenous channel occupancy in future
research work
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